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PRODUCT INFORMATION

2-Way Active Studio Reference Monitors

RESOLV SE5 Back Panel

SE5

SE6

SE8

Samson’s Resolv SE 2-Way Active Studio Reference Monitors offer a redesign from the
classic Resolv A-Series monitors, with more accurate sound reproduction and a stylish
new look, in three distinct models. The Resolv SE5, SE6 and SE8 all utilize the latest
innovations in speaker engineering, which can be used in pairs to provide superb stereo
imaging for recording, post-production and other multimedia applications.
The Resolv SE5 (70 watts), SE6 (100 watts) and SE8 (100 watts) include dedicated power
amps and electronic crossovers that provide accurate tonal balance and are specifically
designed for each model. Their new 5, 6 and 8-inch woven carbon fiber woofers provide
tight and controlled low frequency response, while their 1.25-inch soft dome tweeters give
the high frequencies a true, natural sound without unwanted resonance. Resolv SEs each
include a 4-position high frequency lift control that allow you to optimize your setup for
different mixing environments, and are AV shielded for operation near CRT monitors and
other sensitive electronics.
These new-look enclosures are constructed of solid MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) and
feature an elegant finish on the front panels. Inset into each panel is a sleek, time-aligned
waveguide that allows for a wide listening area with minimum diffraction. In addition, their
slotted front ports with rounded inner edges help reduce port noise at high SPLs.
With their stylish elegance and precise engineering, Resolv SE active studio reference
monitors will produce audio playback with sparkling clarity and definition to complement
any recording space.

FEATURES
• 2-way active studio reference monitors with ported

tuned enclosures (sold individually)

• Active crossover with multi-pole design for 		

linear response

• SE5: 5-inch woven carbon fiber woofer, 70 watts

• 4-position high frequency lift control

• SE6: 6-inch woven carbon fiber woofer, 100 watts

• Balanced1/4-inch inputs, unbalanced RCA inputs

• SE8: 8-inch woven carbon fiber woofer, 100 watts

• AV shielded for use with sensitive electronics

• 1.25-inch soft dome tweeter with

• Solid MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) construction

neodymium magnet

RESOLV SE5
UPC..................................809164013938
SKU..................................SARESSE5
LIST..................................$179.99
STREET............................$149.99
HEIGHT.............................16.41”
WIDTH..............................11.14”
DEPTH..............................10.62”
WEIGHT............................15.4lbs.
RESOLV SE6
UPC..................................809164013945
SKU..................................SARESSE6
LIST..................................$239.99
STREET............................$199.99
HEIGHT.............................17.71”
WIDTH..............................12.40”
DEPTH..............................11.85”
WEIGHT............................20.94lbs.
RESOLV SE8
UPC..................................809164013952
SKU..................................SARESSE8
LIST..................................$299.99
STREET............................$249.99
HEIGHT.............................21.14”
WIDTH..............................14.92”
DEPTH..............................14.17”
WEIGHT............................27.5lbs.
* DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS BOXED
** MASTER CARTON QUANTITY (ALL): 1

